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Abstract

In a database the data concepts changes over time and this phenomenon is called as
concept drift. Rules of concept drift describe how the concept changes and sometimes
they are interesting and mining those rules becomes more important. CDR tree algorithm
is currently used to identify the rules of concept drift. Building a CDR tree becomes a
complex process when the domain values of the attributes get increased. Genetic Algo-
rithms are traditionally used for data mining tasks. In this paper, a Genetic Algorithm
based approach is proposed for mining the rules of concept drift, which makes the mining
task simpler and accurate when compared with the CDR-tree algorithm.

1 Introduction

Today’s data sets like stock market, customer
buying are liable to concept drift. Concept may drift
due to the changes in the under lying context [1]
and may happen because of several reasons. Con-
cept drift can cause serious deterioration in the per-
formance of the classification model built based on
the old concept. Current research concentrates on
correcting the models up-to-date [2, 3, 4, 5, and 6]
based on the new data. But some times the rules of
concept drift describing how the concept drifts may
be interesting and useful. For example in a super
market, customer buying pattern may change due
to his, health condition or job loss. A fall of stock
prize can be attributed to fraud in the company or
recession. A sudden change in web access pattern
can put a person in a terror suspect list. Very few
researches have been focused on proposing a suit-

able method for mining the rules of concept drift
[7]. Genetic Algorithm (GA) is a stochastic search
method introduced in “Adaptation in natural and ar-
tificial systems”, book written by Johan Holland.
Nowadays it is widely employed as base algorithm
for classification techniques in the fields of machine
learning and data mining. The two initial and vi-
tal GA based classification algorithms are Learning
Classifier Systems (LCS)[11 and 21] and Genetics-
Based Machine Learning (GBML)[22]. Inspired by
the above two methods, data mining community has
developed several classification methods which em-
ployed GA as the core algorithm [8, 9, 10, 12 and
13]. The rules that GA find are more general be-
cause of its global nature. GA performance is bet-
ter in complex domains because its model building
process is based only on the natural principles and
not on the domain knowledge. It operates in an it-
erative improvement fashion where search starts in
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a random location and gradually moves towards the
regions of the model representation space that will
produce good classification behavior. GA can suc-
cessfully adapt to concept drifts [23] that occur in
data streams in a fast and more natural way with-
out any detection mechanisms. Hence, all the above
mentioned properties of GA proves that it is a suit-
able natural tool for mining complex rules of con-
cept drift in any data stream.

In the literature very little work employs GA to
mine data streams with concept drift and no work
in the literature uses GA to mine rules of concept
drift. In this paper a classification method is pro-
posed which does not tend to detect concept drift
and adjust the classification model based on the new
concept. Instead, it tries to identify and mine how
the concept drifts, by using GA and represent the
findings as a set of rules which can be called as
“rules of concept drift”. The paper is organized as
follows section 1 defines the rules of concept drift
with an example, section 2 describes previous work,
and section 3 describes the proposed methods. Sec-
tion 4 describes the experimental results and section
5 concludes the paper.

2 Rules of Concept Drift

Consider the diagnostic data sets (Table 1
and Table 2) for five patients observed at dif-
ferent time interval. Each record has five at-
tributes namely patient ID, Exercise (“Yes” and
“No”), Diet (“Yes” and “No”), Body-Mass (“Cor-
rect”, “Medium”, “Overweight” and “Obesity”) and
Sugar-Level (“High” and “Low”). When Sugar-
Level is high the patient is in risk of diabetics.

Table 1. Patient Diagnostic Data

ID Exercise Diet Body – Sugar–
Mass Level

1. No No Correct Low
2. Yes Yes Correct Low
3. Yes Yes Correct Low
4. Yes Yes Correct Low
5. Yes Yes Correct Low

Table 2. Patient Diagnostic Data Set after Some
Interval

ID Exercise Diet Body – Sugar–
Weight Low

1. Yes Yes Over Low
Weight

2. Yes Yes Correct Low
3. No No Over High

Weight
4. Yes Yes Over Low

Weight
5. No No Obesity High

Consider the patients ID3 and ID5. By com-
paring them, it can be found that when Exercise
change from “Yes” to “No” , Diet from “Yes” to
“No” and the Body-Mass index from “Overweight”
to “Obesity”, the Sugar-Level changes from “Low”
to “High”. So the risk of diabetes is high. This is a
simple example for rules of concept drift. Change in
the attributes diet, Body mass and Exercise causes
a drift in the concept. Here it was easy to identify
the rules but in large data sets it will be a difficult
task. The rules of concept drift can be written in the
form If (Exercise = “Yes” ”No”) and (Diet = “Yes”
“No”) and (Body mass = “Overweight” “Obesity”)
Then ( Sugar- Level=”Low” “High”)

3 Previous Work

There are several efficient algorithms available
in the data mining literature that tends to correct the
classification model when ever a concept drift is de-
tected in the data set [2, 3, 4, 5, and 6]. But, so
far only one algorithm has be proposed that tend to
mine the rules of concept drift and was proposed
by hen-I Lee et al [7]. They call their concept
drift rule mining method as CDR tree algorithm.
Their CDR tree algorithm first integrates new and
old instance of the data from different time point
into pairs. Then it creates a decision tree like struc-
ture called CDR tree and the tree building process
is based on the principles of decision tree algorithm
C4.5. The performance of the algorithm is quit well
when the number of attributes and their correspond-
ing domain values are small. But, its performance
and accuracy degrades when the problem domain
contains large number of attributes because of its
complex tree building procedure.
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To understand the complexity, Consider the
example data set proposed in table 1 and table
2, which has three attributes{ Exercise(2 values),
Diet(2 value) Body mass(4 values) and a target at-
tribute sugar level(2 values). According to CDR
tree definition each path of the tree will have a node
for all the attributes of the problem domain. Each
branch of a node represents a change in the attribute
value or no change in the value. The leaf node
represents whether there is a change in the concept
value or not. So, if a test attribute of a node in the
proposed tree has n values then the particular node
will have n*n branches. For the example problem,
let Exercise be the chosen test attribute for the root
node of the CDR tree. Since the number of attribute
values in the domain of the attribute Exercise is two
(“No”, “Yes”), the root will have four branches as
described below:

No → Yes
No → Yes
Yes → No
No → No
Yes → Yes

Suppose if there are ten attributes in a prob-
lem and if each attribute has ten values then the
root node will have maximum 10*10 branches. A
path in the tree will have maximum ten nodes and
each node will branch 10*10 branches maximum.
So some times the CDR tree becomes too complex
to construct. Pruning methods must be employed to
get a compact tree structure which may have impact
on the accuracy of the model.

To reduce the complexity the best way for min-
ing rules of concept drift is by using GA because
GA’ s rule discovery process is independent of the
domain knowledge and is based only on natural
evolution. The proposed method in this paper uses
GA as base algorithm for mining rules of concept
drift.

4 Proposed Method

In Genetic Algorithm based classification meth-
ods, the potential solution is represented by individ-
uals called candidate rules [8, 9, 10, 11, 12 and 13]
and are of the form

A1∧A2 . . .An THEN C

The antecedent part of the rule is the conjunc-
tion of conditions say A (conjunction of attribute
value pairs A1, A2. . . An) and the consequent part C
is the class label. Each conjunction represents, how
an attribute value changes due to concept drift and
the consequent represents how the target attribute is
affected by concept drift.

The classification process starts from a popula-
tion of candidate rules which are called as chromo-
somes. Initial population is generated in a random
manner and is processed in sequential steps, until an
accurate solution gradually emerges. The sequen-
tial steps are called as generations. Each genera-
tion goes through the selection (or testing) phase
and the reproduction phase. During the selection
phase, candidate rules accuracy (fitness) is evalu-
ated using the training data set and during the re-
production phase new chromosomes are created by
applying genetic operators to the best chromosomes
selected from the population. Following sub sec-
tions describes each of the process involved in the
proposed GA based method.

4.1 Encoding

A population is created initially in a random
manner in which each chromosome represents a
candidate rule of concept drift. Let there be n input
attributes and one target attribute. All the chromo-
somes of the population are of same size and will
contain n genes. Each gene corresponds to an input
attribute and is partitioned into three fields namely
flag Fi, initial value IVi and change value CVi as
show in Table 3. The flag field indicates whether
or not the corresponding attribute value will be in-
cluded in the rule or not. A value one shows that
the attribute value will be included in the rule an-
tecedent and a value zero shows that the attribute
value will not be included. IV and CV fields indi-
cate the change in the attribute value due to concept
drift, when the records of two blocks of the training
data that are generated at different time intervals are
compared. Suppose, if an attribute has m values,
then the IV and CV part of the gene representing
the attribute in the chromosome will contain m bits
each. Each value in the domain of the attribute will
have a bit associated to it in the both IV and CV
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fields. IV field represents the value of the attribute
with respect to records in the first block and CV
field represents the value of the same attribute with
respect to the records in the second block of data
produced after concept drift. Among m bits only
one bit will be set in both IV and CV part of a gene
indicating a change of that attribute value from one
value( Indicated by the IV field) to the other ( Indi-
cated by the CV field) due to concept drift.

Consider a set of a training data set; with three
attributes A1, A2, A3 and a target attribute A4. Let
them take 3, 4, 2 and 3 values respectively. Table 4
represents the chromosome coding and its meaning.
Since Flag bit of A2 is Zero, A2 does not take part
in the rule.

The consequent Cxy of a rule represents a
change in value from x to y of target attribute. It
is not encoded in the chromosome. It will be de-
termined by the proportional situation of the train-
ing examples that the rule matches. The records in
the training data set which matches a rule are noted
and the class of those records is analyzed to find
whether there is any class change. Usually multiple
class change will match a rule. The class change
that has the maximum number of match is assigned
as consequent for that rule.

4.2 Crossover

Multi point crossover method is employed to
generate the child population. Two chromosomes
are selected randomly from the population, for re-
production, using roulette wheel selection method
[14]. The genes of the selected chromosomes are
exchanged with the probability called crossover
probability (Pc=0.8).

4.3 Mutation

Mutation is applied for both CV and IV fields of
all the genes for all the chromosomes with a prob-
ability called mutation probability (Pm). There are
some restrictions for mutation. If a bit is selected
from the CV or IV field of a gene, it will be set
to one and all other bits of the corresponding CV or
IV field will be set to zero. This ensures that in both
IV and CV fields, only one bit will be set and it rep-
resents a change from one value to the other .The
probability of mutation is governed by the mutation
probability [Equation 1]. It is dynamic. It depends

upon the fitness value of the chromosome according
to equation1. Initially it is .5. It ranges between 0.0
and .5.

Mutation-rate =

= (1−Fitnesso f theSelectedchromosome)/2 (1)

4.4 Selection

Best n elite chromosomes are chosen from the
parent chromosomes for the next generation popu-
lation pool. Remaining chromosomes for the new
population are chosen from the new child popula-
tion which has been created by the genetic process.
The GA process is continued and stopped such that
there is no significant increase in the fitness function
for ten generations. It can also be stopped after spe-
cific number of generations has been elapsed. The
final population is produced as output. Overlapping
rules are removed manually and the final rule set is
generated.

4.5 Fitness Function Calculations

A simple fitness function calculation called con-
fidence factor [14] is used in the proposed method.
Confidence factor (CF) can be defined as:

CF = |AandC|/ |A| (2)

Where A is the number of examples satisfying
all the conditions in the antecedent part(input at-
tributes) and A&C is the number of variables sat-
isfying the antecedent A and consequent C(Target
attribute)

4.6 Insert and Remove Operator

Insert and Remove operators control the size of
the rule. Insert operator activates the gene by set-
ting its flag bits and Remove operator deactivates a
gene by resetting the flag bits with a varying proba-
bility (Pi and Pr). The probabilities range from 0 to
0.3 based on the number of genes that take part in
the rule.

4.7 Proposed Algorithm

The steps in the proposed algorithm is ex-
plained below
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Table 3. Chromosome Encoding

Attribute 1 Attribute 2 Attribute i . . . Attribute n

F1IV1CV1 F2IV2 CV2 Fi IVi CVi . . . Fn IVn CVn

Table 4. Example Chromosome and its equivalent rule

Attribute A1 A2 A3

Code 1001100 000010010 11001

IF A1= Value3 -> Value1 and A3= Value1 -> Value2

1. Start – Generate random population of n chro-
mosomes (Section 3.1)

2. Fitness – Evaluate the fitness of each chromo-
some in the population (section 3.5).

3. New population – Create a new population by
repeating following steps until the new popula-
tion is complete

1. Selection – Select two parent chromosomes
from a population according to their fit-
ness(section3.2).

2. Crossover – With a crossover probability
cross over the parents to form new offspring
(section 3.2).

3. Mutation – With a mutation probability mu-
tate new offspring (Section 3.3).

4. Insert and Remove Gene – Apply Insert and
remove operators (Section 3.6)

5. Accepting – Select new population for a further
run of the algorithm (Section 3.4).

6. Test – If the end condition (section 3.4) is sat-
isfied, stop, and return the current population as
best solution, otherwise go to step 2.

5 Experimental Study

5.1 Stagger Data set.

A modified form of Stagger data set [16, 17 and
18] is used to simulate concept drift. Each record
in the data set has three attributes: color {“green”,
“blue” and “red”}, shape {“triangle”, “circle”, and
“rectangle”} and size {“small”, “medium” and
“large”}. There are four concept classes namely:
- class A: if color = “red” and size=”small”; class
B: if color =”green” and size =”medium”; and class
C: if color=”blue” and size=”large” and other cases
it is class D.

Thousand records where randomly generated
for a block. The data set is built such that 20% of the
records belongs to class A and 20% belongs to class
C. Two such blocks are created. The first block
is considered as initial block. In the second block
80% of class A records are selected randomly and
are converted to class B records. Similarly class C
records are also converted to class B records in the
same manner. Initial population is created with 30
chromosomes and 5 elite chromosomes are copied
to next generation.
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Table 5. Important rules generated

Rule Fitness

IF (Color = blue → blue)and(Shape = triangle → triangle)then(classD → classD) 1.0

IF (Color = red → green)and(Size = small → medium)T hen(classA → classB) .8

IF (Color = blue → green)and(Size = large → medium)T hen(classC → classB) .8

IF (Color = green → green)and(Size = medium → medium)T hen(classB → classB) 1.0

The experiment is repeated until there is no con-
siderable increase in the fitness of the chromosomes
continuously for ten generations. From the final
rule set overlapping rules are detected manually and
are removed. In an average the rules are generated
between generations 60 and 80. Table 5 describes
some of interesting rules that are mined with their
fitness function. The generations at which the rules
are generated depend on the initial population. The
results in the table (table 5) indicate that GA can
mine concept drifting rules in a precise and accu-
rate manner.

5.2 IBM Data Generator Data Set

IBM Data Generator [19] is a public and widely
used data generator and it has several well-defined
classification functions and parameters which can
be used to generate different characteristics of
datasets. The dataset generated by IBM Data Gen-
erator contains one Boolean target class and nine
basic attributes: salary, commission, loan, age, zip-
code, hyears, hvalue, elevel, and car. Among the
nine attributes, zipcode, elevel, and car are cate-
gorical attributes, and others are the continuous at-
tributes. In our experiment, four classification func-
tions, P3, P5, P43, and P45 are randomly selected
to generate the experimental datasets. In order to
analyze the performance of CDR-Tree and Citypla-
ceProposed StateGA based method under different
drifting ratio R% (i.e. the proportion of drifting in-
stances to all instances), we use the four functions

mentioned above to generate required experimental
datasets. For each function, the noise level is set to
5% and the dataset generated by IBM Data Gener-
ator is regard as the original/first dataset in the data
stream. Then using the first dataset a second data
set is generated by introducing drift to its records.
To introduce a drift, R% (R = 5, 10, 15, 20, 30) val-
ues of each attribute, including the target attribute
are replaced by a random value in the domain. As a
result, each function will generate five new datasets
with different drifting ratio. A total 4 old datasets
and 20 new datasets are generated in our experi-
ments. Every dataset includes 10000 instances and
the 10-fold cross-validation test method is applied
to all datasets. That is, each original dataset is di-
vided into 10 parts of which nine parts are used as
training sets and the remaining one as the testing
set. Both the proposed GA and CDR-tree algorithm
are used to mine the rules of concept drift. Both the
results are compared and are described in the tables
6, 7, 8 and 9.

5.2.1 The Analysis

The second experiment shows that GA can be a
successful tool for mining the rules of concept drift,
particularly when the drift in the data is too com-
plex. From the tables (tables 6, 7, 8 and 9) it can
concluded that, rules generated by both the CDR-
Tree algorithm and GA have a high accuracy in all
the 20 datasets. But, if the concept drift level in-
creases, the accuracy of the CDR-Tree drops.
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Table 6. Accuracy of CDR tree and GA based
rules for drift D(3)

Data Concept Accuracy
set drift ratio %

CDR GA
tree

D(3) 5 92 92.5
10 90.8 92.1
15 89.2 92.3
20 88.5 92.1
30 86.2 92

Table 7. Accuracy of CDR tree and GA based
rules for drift D(3)

Data Concept Accuracy
set drift ratio %

CDR GA
tree

D(3) 5 90 91.5
10 89 90.1
15 87.2 91.3
20 86.5 91.1
30 85.2 90.2

Table 8. Accuracy of CDR tree and GA based
rules for drift D(3)

Data Concept Accuracy
set drift ratio %

D (3) 5 90.1 90.5
10 89.1 90.1
15 88.2 90.2
20 86.5 90
30 84.2 90

A higher concept drift level would make the
CDR-Tree building process more complex and this
caused the drop in the accuracy. From the tables it
can be seen that the accuracy of the rules produced
by GA does not drop even when the drift level in-
creases. This is due to the fact that the problem
domain complexity does not effect the GA process
because, GA process is entirely based on natural se-
lection and reproduction and completely indepen-
dent of problem domain.

Table 9. Accuracy of CDR tree and GA based
rules for drift D(3)

Data Concept Accuracy
set drift ratio %

D(3) 5 87 88
10 86 87.1
15 85.1 87.2
20 84.5 87
30 83.2 87.2

5.3 Experiment 3

The third experiment is performed using 23
public benchmark datasets taken from the UCI
Machine Learning Repository and the UCI KDD
archive and are described in table 10.

The continuous attributes are converted to cat-
egorical attribute using binning strategy with equi-
width 5 bins for experimental purpose. The original
data set forms the initial block of data. To gener-
ate the second block, 50% of the attributes of ev-
ery data set is chosen randomly to induce concept
drift which also includes the target attribute. Then,
30 % of the records from every data set is selected
randomly and the values of the chosen attributes of
the particular data set is replaced with an another
random value selected from the corresponding at-
tribute domain. The new block so obtained is joined
with the first block to form the test data set. The
proposed GA based method is applied to mine the
rules of concept drift as described in section 3. To
check the efficiency of the proposed method 10-fold
cross-validation test method is applied as described
in section 4.2. For all the datasets CDR-tree is gen-
erated for comparison. The results are tabulated in
table 10.

5.3.1 The Analysis

From the table 11 it can be proved that the pro-
posed GA based methods accuracy is better when
compared with the CDR tree algorithm. For data
sets with less number of attributes the accuracy is
almost same for both the data sets. As the number
of attribute increases the accuracy of the CDR tree
falls considerably when compared to the proposed
GA based method.
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Table 10. Experimental data set description

Index Dataset name # of # of # of
instances attributes classes

1 Network intrusion 49270 41 5
2 USPS Data 9298 256 10
3 Nursery 12960 8 5
4 Solar Flare 1389 10 6
5 Yeast Database 1484 8 10
6 Car 1728 6 4
7 Image segmentation 2310 19 7
8 Thyroid 3772 28 4
9 Page blocks 5473 10 5

10 Optical Digits 5620 64 10
11 Satimage 6435 36 6
12 Isolet Spoken Letter 7797 617 26
13 LED Display 10000 7 10
14 Waveform 10000 21 3
15 Pen Digits 10992 16 10
16 Australian sign language 12546 8 3
17 Letter 20000 16 26
18 Poker 25000 10 10
19 Chess (King RootKing) 28056 6 18
20 Shuttle 58000 9 7
21 Connect-4 67557 42 3
22 Adult 48842 14 2
23 German credit data 1000 20 2
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Table 11. Error rate of CDR tree and GA. Average Classification Error

Index Dataset name CDR tree IGA

1 Network intrusion 30.2. 18.1
2 USPS Data 6.4 6.2
3 Nursery 9.6 10.4
4 Solar Flare 15.2 15.8
5 Yeast Database 12.0 12.1
6 Car 5.4 6.2
7 Image segmentation 22.7 21.8
8 Thyroid 5.0 3.4
9 Page blocks 12.0 10.5

10 Optical Digits 19.6 11.8
11 Satimage 20.6 10.8
12 Isolet Spoken Letter 22.9 15.2
13 LED Display 11.1 12.3
14 Waveform 16.3 8.0
15 Pen Digits 15.6 11.5
16 Australian sign language 11.1 11.1
17 Letter 14.7 11.0
18 Poker 14.5 12.1
19 Chess 12.2 11.6
20 Shuttle 14.2 12.8
21 Connect-4 27.9 25.8
22 Ipums-la-99 16.4 17.9
23 Forest Cover type 24.2 18.4
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6 Conclusion

An important task in the classification process
of data with concept drift is to update the classifi-
cation model when ever a concept drift is detected
to prevent the drop in the accuracy level. Recent
research mainly focuses on it. But rules of concept
drifts are also interesting and useful some time. In
this paper a method has been proposed to mine the
rules of concept drift using Genetic Algorithm. The
experimental study shows the success of the pro-
posed algorithm. The experiments also demonstrate
the superiority of the proposed method by compar-
ing it with the existing CDR tree algorithm. In fu-
ture the accuracy of the proposed algorithm will be
demonstrated with a real data set and will be com-
pared with the CDR tree. There is also a need to
propose a proper initialization method for the pro-
posed algorithm.
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